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This information is very important because history books have been
inaccurate, particularly in regards to
Knut Rasmussen, whom it is noted
in several accounts, was kidnapped
by the Arvilinghuarmiut. The information which Elizabeth gave, and
which was later submitted to the
Archives in Ottawa, and to the government of the Northwest Territories, was that Knut Rasmussen was,
in fact, not kidnapped. Rather, he

other group of Inuit found her and
tookherinto their camp. Itwasat this
time that Elizabeth met her second
husband. Elizabeth looked at me, her
eyes bright and shining, and said: "I
was a good partner and bore many
children."
Elizabeth spoke with me about the
customs of the people in her area of
the Arctic. Her eyes grew solemn and
distant. I remember the pain on her
face. It was custom that if the first
child was a girl,
that child must
be put out on
the ice. I knew
this custom. She
asked, "Do you
understand?" I
said "No." She
looked at me for
a long time.
There was a
calm silence.
The kind of silence that is
both soothing
and frightening;
the silenceofthe
Arctic, and of
the Inuit, and of
those whom
they choose to
allow in. She explained:
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My first five chiIdrm werc girh.
Each daughter was born in the
ear& spring when the ice was stiU
upon the sea. [Her husband/ took
each daughter bcfore [Elizabeth]
could cvm set eyes upon the child
He put each child on the ice to die
in thefieezing watm.
There were no tears in Elizabeth's
eyes. She looked so far away. Looking
up at me she added: "I have named
each daughter and they are with me
to this day in my heart and they are
my spirit."
There was a long silence before
Old Elizabeth began to speak again.
Her sixth child was a boy. He was
taught to hunt, to fish, and to build
igloos. She gave birth to more children and some were daughters. She
taught her daughters to hunt, to fish,
and to build igloos. She taught them
to teach all of their children and their
grandchildren to hunt and to fish so
that they would learn new ways and
would be respected for their skills.
Elizabeth told me how she talked
to many women. She said: "We often
do things just because that's the way
it's done but things had to change."
And changes began, and continue...
Old Elizabeth changed life in this
part of the Arctic for her daughters.
The main change that Elizabeth made
was the recognition of equality between
Elizabeth questioned
why things were done. She encouraged others, both women and men to
question. Most critically, Elizabeth
encouraged dialogue. It tookthis one
terribly strong woman to stand up
and say we will not do this to our
daughters anymore.
As I traveled throughout this area
of the Arctic, I met many elderly
women. Often, I would speakofElizabeth. They all said that Elizabeth
changed life for all Inuit of that area,
but she suffered immensely in her
struggle. I left Elizabeth's home that
day with an absolute empathy for her
and some understanding of the pain
which she suffered. I also began to
understand how culture and traditions become a part of our lives without being questioned. I marveled at
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Elizabeth's strength to stand up to a
whole culture throughout this part of
the Arctic, and say, "No we do not
need to do this and we will not do it
anymore. This is not right."
That evening I went for a walk in
the midnight sun in this small Arctic
settlement. I walked along until the
early hours of the morning. It was
silent and calm. In this calmness, I
thought about the pains the grandmothers and the mothers have suffered so that their daughters will not.
And of course, I thought of Old
Elizabeth...
Old one, the stories you must
have, hidden deep within.
The ways you have lived, the
wonders and magic you have
known.
So long ago it once was, the
wisdom learned from mothers and grandmothers, that
gave thestrengths to you, your
sisters and daughters.
The ways of your fathers and
grandfathersyou have known,
and lived.
And now, you lie upon a Hudson's Bay bed,
in a house of wood,
away from all that you knew, the
magic and the wonders;
and you lay there patiently, trustingly you wait to die
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Khthken Mary Minor is a fminist
therapist in northwestern Ontario and
Asociate Professor of Social Work at
Lakehead University in Thunder Bay.
She has worked with women i groups
fir over eighteen years including ten
years in the highArctic of C a d . Dr.
Minor is the author of Issurnatuq:
Learning from the Traditional Healing Wisdom of the Canadian Inuit
(Fernwood Publishing, Halifar).
l~nuktitutis the language of the peoples of the Canadian Arctic. Inuk
denotes one person, Inuuk is two
persons, and Inuit more than two
persons. Inuktitut is not a genderbiased language.
2~itikmeotis Inuktitut for the area
known as the Central Arctic of
Canada.
3 ~ h iquotation
s
and those following
are interpreted from Inuktitut.
4~nuktitutfor white person.
5 ~ h people
e
of the Pelly Bay area of
the Canadian Arctic.
'knut Rasmussen was a famous Arctic explorer. Knut was Danish and
Greenlandic Inuk and thus spoke a
dialect of the Arvilinghaurmiut.
Knunt was among the first to record
the lives and activities of the
Arvilinghaurmiut. In 1908, he published The Peopk of the Polar North
and in 1920, Greenland by the Polar
Sea. Both are considered classics of
Arctic history.
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December 6th is Canada's National
Day of Remembrance and Action to
End Violence Against Women. The
YWCA of Canada distributes the
Rose Buttons with informational
bookmarks for your group to sell for
fundraising/public education.
Bags of ZOO for $50 each (prepaid
plus GST and PST for Ontario
residents) English or French text.

Community Action on Violence
Against Women
YWCA of Canada
80 Gerrard Street East
order
Toronto ON M5B 1G6 sour
Tel: (416) 593-9886 butFax: (416) 97 1-8084 foday!

...

Fresh Start -A booklet for women
in abusive relationships and others
who want to understand the issues.
French or English.
Price: 6 or more $2.75 ea.
1- 5
$3.25 ea.
There's No Excuse For Abuse -

Room ofone's Own wants to know
what really makes your heart go
really lust
thump in the night, what you secretly
after Waifish want so much that you ache, what
figures and you've shouted for but never
gotten. Short fiction, poetry,
hot sex?
and creative documentary
Probably not. (to 3,000 words), of previously
unpublished work for a special
But what
issue. Include SASE plus
postage for replies. Deadline
E,,
Jan. 31; 1995.

...

Persistent Desire

Room of One's Own

a special issue

PO Box 461 60,Stn. D,

coming out summer 1995 Vancouver, BC V61 5G5
VOLUME 14,NUMBER 4

Find out what actions we can all take
to stop violence against women.
Resource kit includes tear-off
information display pad, up-to-date
resources. French or English.
Price: $10 ea. ($9 ea. for 10 or more)
Prepayment required (incl. 7% GST)

Community Action on Violence
Against Women
YWCA of Canada

v

80 Gerrard Street East
Toronto ON M5B 1G6
Tel: (416) 593-9886
Fax: (416) 97 1-8084
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